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Meeting called to order at 4:01 p.m EDT. 
 
Roll Call  
Quorum was achieved 
 
Agenda 
 

1. News (e.g. Public Review, Webinar) 
2. Status of  On-going proposals (e.g. Template Straw Poll, MDO proposal) 
3. Detailed Discussions 

a. Get Random Proposal 
b. Government Cloud Technical Committee and KMIP TC Relationship  

4. Confirm discussion items for next week (25-October) 

Tim Hudson moves that we approve the agenda, Bob Lockhart seconds.  Hearing no 
objections/abstentions, agenda is approved. 
 
Previous Minutes  
 
Minutes from the three days of the F2F and the 27 September 2012 meetings are deferred to 
next week since both have changes which need to be incorporated. 
 
4 October and 11 October 2012 meeting minutes have been posted – Bob G didn’t see any 
issues and no one else raised any concerns with the meetings. 
Tim Hudson moves that we approve the minutes from the 4 October and 11 October 2012 
meetings.  Mike Allen seconds.  Hearing no objections/abstentions, minutes are approved. 
 
News 
 

1.  October OASIS Newsletter contained two KMIP related items: 
• Announces public review of the KMIP Specification and KMIP Profiles document 
• Provides link to the KMIP Webinar recording (only the first session on September 25 

was posted) 
 
2.  KMIP Public Review 
Sixty day review now underway and will go through 11 December 2012.  Bob G still needs to 
inform Chet that the TC wants the OASIS ballot on the KMIP Specification and KMIP Profiles 
to start after the holidays (early January) 
 
3. RSA Europe Presentation 
Bob Griffin delivered a session (Games of Keys and Clouds) at RSA Europe Conference.  
Bob will forward a link to this presentation and to an upcoming blog post to the reflector. 

 
 
Status of On-going Proposals 
 

1.  Straw Poll for the two alternative Templates proposals opened on Tuesday (16 October) 
and runs through next Thursday (25 October).  TC members are encouraged to vote. 
 



Indra Fitzgerald requested Usage Guide text for both Tim’s and Bruce’s proposal – current 
proposals only cover KMIP Specification changes.  She believed the UG text might help folks 
when voting.  Bob Griffin suggested this could wait until next week when we see results of the 
straw poll and determine if we can go forward one proposal.  Any resulting proposal would 
require Usage Guide text and Test Cases to be considered a complete proposal that could be 
balloted. 
Hal Lockhart asked for a clarification on Tim’s proposal which Tim responded to.  Additional 
follow-up will be handled off-line 
 
1. Client Registration Models 
Bob Griffin and Gordon Arnold are working on these. 
 
2. Restructure of Usage Guide 
Indra Fitzgerald, Bob Griffin and Judy Furlong have begun to discuss this topic via email. 
 
4.  Protected Attributes 
Bob Griffin asked Gordon Arnold if there was any proposal he wanted to bring forward on this 
topic.  Gordon indicated that adding the cryptographic operations to KMIP (Tim Hudson’s 
Cryptographic Operations proposal) covers much of what Gordon expected would be needed 
to protect attribute.  So no additional proposal would be required for KMIP 1.2.  Gordon also 
noted it would be good to describe the protected attribute usage.  Bob Griffin offered to write 
this up and have Gordon review. 
 
5.  Key Versioning 
This topic is deferred from KMIP 1.2 
 
6.  New ECC Algorithm Enumerations 
Denis Pochuev expects to bring this list forward to the TC next week. 

 
Government Cloud TC Relationship  
 
TC discussed relationship between the OASIS KMIP TC and the new OASIS Government Cloud 
TC.  The Government Cloud TC is focusing on the use of cloud within US Government and will 
focus on a subset of the government profile/Cryptographic Key Management Models (CKMS) that 
was briefed at the NIST KM Workshop in September. 
 
The KMIP TC agreed that we could share the KMIP Cloud Use Cases with the new TC.  Bob 
Griffin will let Neil McEvoy (who is a member of both TCs) know he can share the information with 
the Government Cloud TC. 
 
The KMIP TC wants to ensure that the government profile can be supported using KMIP.  Bruce 
Rich will take the lead on assessing the implications on the government profile on KMIP and 
highlight any areas of conflict.  Saikat Saha and Bob Griffin will support Bruce with this effort.  
The plan is to report back to the TC in 2-3 weeks on the results of the assessment.  At that time 
the TC can determine whether to provide feedback to NIST and/or make changes to KMIP to 
close gaps with the profile. 
 
 
Get Random 
 
There are two different Get Random proposals on the table from John Leiseboer and Tim 
Hudson.  The TC needs to decide how to move forward on this topic. 
 
Bob Griffin asked if others on the call had comments on the proposals that they wanted to share.  
Having no one coming forward with comments, Bob preceded to share his opinions (not as the 
TC chairman).  Bob felt that John’s proposal represents significant changes to specification --



more than what should be taken on in the KMIP 1.2 timeframe.  Bob thought the TC could 
leverage pieces of the proposal. 
 
Indra Fitzgerald agreed that there would be lots of specification changes. 
 
Gordon Arnold asked if there were the required three TC members planning to implement the 
proposal.  Gordon also noted that IBM had no plans to implement so he was happy to defer this 
from KMIP 1.2 
 
John Leiseboer asked what would be deferred from the proposal. 
 
Tim Hudson injected that the streaming aspects of Get Random would be kept – they have been 
incorporated into the Cryptographic Services proposal.  But radical changes to Object handling 
would be deferred from KMIP 1.2.  The Notify and Put aspects of the proposal would also be 
deferred.  Tim noted that there has been no interop done on Notify and Put since there have only 
been two vendors to implement.  Tim cautioned against expanding on KMIP functionality where 
folks haven’t seen market drivers to implement. 
 
Bob Griffin noted that the concepts the John put forward in his proposal actually may make Notify 
and Put more valuable.   Bob continued by asking John where Q Labs’ implementation would be 
left if the changes were not made in KMIP 1.2. 
 
John indicated that Q Labs would build the capabilities whether they were part of the standard or 
not.  John also noted that in spite of what other vendors have been seeing Q Labs has been 
asked by a number of customers to share a common random value (or stream of random data) 
across clients and to allow clients to subscribe to changes (such as having random streams sent 
to them. 
 
John requested that TC members please review the updated proposal if they have not already 
done so.  He noted that the update included a number of non-quantum key related use cases. He 
also noted that he didn’t think that the changes were as extensive as noted by others during the 
call. 
 
Tim Hudson noted he was concerned that the proposal was pushing a lot of application 
infrastructure on to the KMIP protocol.  He suggested that Q Labs prototype the functionality as 
KMIP extensions.  This may be a way to gain more support for adding capabilities into KMIP in a 
future release.   
 
Bob Griffin laid out the options for moving forward 

A. Do a ballot comparing the two proposals if not enough consensus within TC 
B. Go with one proposal and figure out what features from the second proposal could be 

added to address other use cases 
 
A request was made that the two proposals for Get Random be compared against use cases as a 
means to highlight the differences between the two proposals.  John took the action to provide 
this comparison. 
 
Tim Hudson stated that there was consensus from the TC on the Cryptographic Services 
proposal which includes Get Random functions and that going through a ballot process would 
only hold up other work like that on the Cryptographic Services. 
 
Bob Griffin asked the TC is there were any objections going forward with the Get Random from 
Tim’s proposal.  None were raised. 
 



For meeting next week Bob Griffin asked that Tim Hudson have all materials (revised proposal, 
Usage Guide Text, Test Cases) necessary to initiate a ballot on the Cryptographic Services 
proposal. 
 
Bob Griffin asked that folks ensure that there is nothing missing from Tim’s proposal in the area of 
Get Random. 
 
Discussion Items for Next Week 
 

1. Initial Ballot of Cryptographic Services Proposal/Get Random 
2. Expression of Cryptographic Services in alternative representations other than TTLV 

(Introduce) 
3. Consider Ballot on the Templates proposals 
4. ECC Algorithm Enumerations 

 
Bob Griffin will circulate an updated schedule and asked for volunteers on outstanding work 
items. 
 
Adjourn 
Tim Hudson moves that we adjourn, Bob Lockhart second.  Hearing no objections/abstentions, 
meeting is adjourned at 4:58 p.m. EDT. 


